Accurate recognition of hand gestures is crucial to the functionality of smart prosthetics and other modern human-computer interfaces. Many machine learning-based classifiers use electromyography (EMG) signals as input features, but they often misclassify gestures performed in different situational contexts (changing arm position, reapplication of electrodes, etc.) or with different effort levels due to changing signal properties. Here, we describe a learning and classification algorithm based on hyperdimensional (HD) computing that, unlike traditional machine learning algorithms, enables computationally efficient updates to incrementally incorporate new data and adapt to changing contexts. EMG signal encoding for both training and classification is performed using the same set of simple operations on 10,000-element random hypervectors enabling updates on the fly. Through human experiments using a custom EMG acquisition system, we demonstrate 88.87% classification accuracy on 13 individual finger flexion and extension gestures. Using simple model updates, we preserve this accuracy with less than 5.48% degradation when expanding to 21 commonly used gestures or when subject to changing situational contexts. We also show that the same methods for updating models can be used to account for variations resulting from the effort level with which a gesture is performed.
Hand gestures offer a natural way for humans to control, interact with, and engage with intelligent systems and devices. Applications of hand gesture recognition range from providing touchless user interfaces for consumer electronics 1, 2 to enabling natural, dexterous control of robotic arms and rehabilitative prostheses 3, 4 . Though gestures can be classified through computer vision based approaches using off-body sensors, continuously worn gesture recognition systems must instead rely on biosignals recorded from the body. For example, prosthetic arm controllers typically depend on muscular [5] [6] [7] [8] and neural 9, 10 biosignals that encode performance of gestures or the intent to do so, respectively. Noninvasive recording of intact-muscle activity from surface electromyography (EMG) is compelling, but most commercially available systems employ very simple encoding or direct mapping of EMG features to actuate only a few degrees of freedom (DOFs) 7 .
EMG-based pattern recognition has shown great potential, where EMG features serve as inputs to machine learning algorithms to classify more complex upper-limb gestures and movements [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, the EMG signal can be highly variable, especially when recorded using miniaturized wearable devices in non-ideal, real-world conditions. Signal properties change with sweating, fatigue, muscle contraction effort, and electrode displacement due to changing situational contexts such as body movement and device doffing and donning (Fig. 1) . These variations can cause significant degradations in classification accuracy 11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . EMG-based pattern recognition systems must not only be robust to slight variations in the EMG signal, but also easy to update in an online fashion when larger variations require learning novel information 18 . These challenges in EMG-based pattern recognition algorithms can be addressed by the emerging hyperdimensional (HD) computing paradigm that is inherently robust against noise and supports fast learning 22 . HD computing employs random hypervectors with very high dimensionality (e.g. 10,000) to represent information, analogous to the way the human brain utilizes vast circuits of billions of neurons and synapses. Fully distributed holographic representation of data using these hypervectors makes training and classification very robust, even with minimal training data. Additionally, encoding data using simple hypervector operations is fast. The same encoding process is used for both learning and inference, enabling continuous, incremental, and online learning with efficient hardware implementations 23, 24 . This is in contrast to other neuro-inspired approaches in which learning (e.g., using backpropagation) is much more computationally demanding than subsequent classification 25 . HD computing has already shown promising results in classification tasks for discriminating up to 5 classes using biosignals such as EMG 26 , electroencephalography (EEG) 27, 28 , and electrocorticography (ECoG) 29 .
In this work, we show that an algorithm based on HD computing can accurately classify hand gestures and maintains this accuracy across different situational contexts through incremental learning. The classification model can be updated with minimal new data using simple computations to adapt to new contexts and learn new gestures. To evaluate our classifier, we recorded and made available a dataset that includes 21 hand gestures performed by multiple subjects across changing situational contexts and with different effort levels. The studied situational context variations include different arm positions, different wear sessions, and prolonged wear of the device. We demonstrate one-shot learning, i.e., training on one out of five trials of each gesture, with 88.87% classification accuracy within a single situational context. Moreover, accuracy degradation from contextual variation does not exceed 5.48% when the classifier model has been updated with single gesture trials from the new context. Finally, we demonstrate how gestures performed with low, medium, and high effort levels can be incorporated into classes that cover multiple effort levels or distinguished from each other as separate classes.
Results

Dataset
No available EMG dataset for gesture recognition 30, 31 covers the many situational contexts necessary to test the robustness of a classification algorithm or its ability to be incrementally updated. Therefore, we recorded a dataset of EMG signals from five able-bodied, adult male subjects who were asked to perform gestures in multiple contexts that simulated everyday use of an EMG acquisition system. We used a custom, wireless 64-channel EMG signal acquisition device 26 which enabled the subject to assume multiple arm positions, could be worn for hours at a time, and did not tether subjects to the data collection station ( Fig. 2a) . A flexible, screen-printed 16x4 array of electrodes was wrapped completely around a subject's upper forearm, capturing activity of the extrinsic flexor and extensor muscles involved in finger movements. Subjects were asked to perform a total of 21 different gestures consisting of a rest/relax position and two subsets of finger movements and positions: (1) single-degree-of-freedom (DOF) flexions and extensions of individual fingers, and (2) multi-DOF hand postures involving multiple fingers ( Fig. 2b) . An additional subset of gestures was selected for measuring accuracy across different effort levels and consists of both single-and multi-DOF gestures.
Each subject performed a total of 8 recording sessions, with each session being dedicated to a different subset of gestures or a different context simulating variation from everyday use ( Table 1) . Sessions 1 and 2 were designed to test a baseline accuracy for the single-and multi-DOF gesture subsets, respectively, in a baseline relaxed context. Session 3 then introduced an arm position context variation to the single-DOF gestures. The subject performed each gesture with their elbow rested on an armrest in an arm-wrestling position. For sessions 4, 5, and 6, the subjects performed effort level gestures at low, medium, and high effort levels, respectively. Effort levels were assigned as percentages of the maximum voluntary contraction for that gesture, as measured by signal energy (Fig. 3) . Sessions 7 and 8 were recorded one day after session 1, after doffing and re-donning the device in approximately the same location on the arm. Session 7 thus introduced a new wear session context variation relative to session 1. Subjects were given a two-hour break between sessions 7 and 8, during which they wore the EMG acquisition device while going about their daily activities. This introduced a prolonged wear contextual variation between sessions 7 and 8. 
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HD computing architecture
Training and classification using HD computing consists of encoding data as hypervectors and performing comparisons between these hypervectors. A fixed symbol table, or item memory (IM), is built from an initial set of hypervectors taken randomly from a hyperdimensional space, in this case with 10,000 dimensions. Each hypervector consists of an equal number of randomly placed +1's and -1's. A fundamental property is that, with an extremely high probability, these hypervectors will all be orthogonal to each other. The hypervectors in the IM can be combined to form new composite hypervectors using well-defined vector space operations, including element-wise multiplication (*), element-wise addition (+), scalar multiplication (x), and permutation (⍴). These resulting composite hypervectors can be used to robustly represent an event or class of interest 22 .
Fig. 4a
describes the process of encoding EMG data into hypervectors used for training and inference. Data is first preprocessed to extract the features to be used as inputs to the HD algorithm. Across a time window, a single feature is calculated for each of the 64 electrode channels. These 64 features are encoded spatially to form a single spatial hypervector representing that feature window. Multiple spatial hypervectors from consecutive feature windows are then encoded temporally into a single spatiotemporal hypervector, which is the output of the encoding process. These spatiotemporal hypervectors are calculated for all feature sequences to be used as training hypervectors or inference hypervectors in classification.
The spatial and temporal encoding steps involve various hypervector algebraic operations to encode feature values, the electrode channels they are recorded from, and sequences of features across all electrode channels 26 . Electrode channels are represented by an immutable IM composed of approximately orthogonal hypervectors Ei representing each electrode i. For each feature window t, electrode hypervectors, Ei, are modulated by the features from their respective electrode channels, fi t , and summed together. The spatial hypervector is then formed as St = σ((Ei·fi t )), where σ is a bipolar thresholder that turns a positive element to +1 and a negative element to -1 (Fig. 4b) .
The resultant spatial hypervector is nearest the electrode hypervectors weighted with the largest feature values. The extracted features should then represent the level of activity local to each electrode channel, such that the spatial hypervector represents the overall pattern of muscle activity across the forearm. We examined six widely-used EMG features and found that root-mean-square (RMS) and mean absolute value (MAV), both indicative of overall signal power and thus muscle activity, led to the highest accuracies with this encoding scheme. We chose MAV, calculated using non-overlapping 50ms feature windows, as our input feature since it is more hardware efficient.
A sequence of n spatial hypervectors is then combined to encode relevant temporal information, i.e. the order in which they appear. A hypervector's position in the sequence, k[0, n-1] with k=0 being the newest hypervector, is encoded using permutation by rotating the hypervector over k positions. The n permuted hypervectors are bound together through element-wise multiplication to form the spatiotemporal hypervector, G ( Fig. 4c) . A new spatiotemporal hypervector can be calculated after each new feature window to encode the previous n windows. We found that sequences of n=5 nonoverlapping feature windows resulted in the best classification accuracy while introducing a latency of 250 ms, acceptable for real-time control of prosthetics 32, 33 .
The same encoding process is used to produce spatiotemporal hypervectors for both training and inference ( Fig. 4d) . Training hypervectors Gt calculated using data from a single gesture class are accumulated to form a prototype hypervector representing that class. Prototype hypervectors are thresholded with σ and stored in an associative memory (AM). This accumulation and thresholding operation constitutes the entire training process, enabling fast learning and updating. For classification, inference hypervectors Gi are compared to each entry of a fully trained AM. The inferred gesture is selected by finding the closest prototype hypervector in the AM using cosine similarity as the distance metric. 
Computationally efficient training and updating
The training process of building an AM allows fast implementation of two types of incremental learning: updating the model (1) with new classes and (2) for new contexts. Adding new classes to a trained classification model is a challenging task in many state-of-the-art classification algorithms, such as neural networks. Doing so often requires training a new model from scratch (requiring access to the original training data) or modifying the model architecture (i.e. identifying new support vectors in a support vector machine). The HD computing model, however, is inherently flexible and simple to update by appending the prototype hypervector for a new class to the AM without changing the existing prototypes. AMs containing different classes can be merged together, even if they were trained on separate occasions (Fig. 4e) .
Incremental learning of new contexts in HD computing is performed by merging the gesture prototype hypervector from an initial model with a prototype hypervector trained in a new context. An "updated" prototype hypervector is formed, which takes its elements from both the initial and new prototype hypervectors (Fig. 4f) . Different proportions of new and old elements can be taken to weight the contribution of each context. As more contexts are encountered, this proportion can be adapted to tune the decay rate in order to avoid catastrophic forgetting of initial contexts.
For both cases, the computational resources required for training and updating an HD model online are an accumulator for building the prototype hypervectors and a random bit-position generator for merging multiple prototype hypervectors. This could be implemented in hardware as very low overhead to a system already capable of performing inference with a pre-trained HD classifier.
Baseline Accuracy and Appending New Classes
Due to the limited amount of data for both training and inference, we implemented cross-validation to measure classification accuracy. Because the HD computing model has an inherent robustness to mismatched elements 22 , the AM can provide an acceptable level of accuracy for inference after bundling only a small number of spatiotemporal training hypervectors. Therefore, we implemented two different cross-validation schemes with different amounts of training and testing data. For each experiment, the relevant dataset was divided into 5 folds, with each stratified fold consisting of a single trial of each gesture. For the first cross-validation scheme, we implemented the standard leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) using 4 folds for training and 1 fold for inference. For the second scheme, we implemented a leave-four-out or reverse cross validation (RCV) using a single fold for training and the remaining 4 folds for inference. This way we were able to validate one-shot learning with our model using a small, single-trial training dataset.
We performed both LOOCV and RCV to determine classification accuracy within a single situational context for the single-and multi-DOF gesture subsets separately and for all 21 gestures together. Fig. 5a shows LOOCV classification accuracies using our HD computing model as well as three other machine learning models widely used for gesture recognition: support vector machine (SVM), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and random forest (RF). The HD classifier achieves 92.47% accuracy for single-DOF, 91.71% for multi-DOF, and 89.85% for all gestures, which are comparable or better than the three other methods. The updated model for classifying all 21 gestures was created by joining the AMs previously trained separately for the single-and multi-DOF gesture subsets (Fig. 4e) . This involved no additional computation, whereas other methods required training a new model from scratch. Furthermore, when measuring accuracy with RCV ( Fig. 5b) , the HD classifier experienced a small amount of degradation compared to LOOCV accuracy, demonstrating its amenability to one-shot learning. Accuracy for single-DOF gestures was 88.87%, with the 3.87% degradation resulting from the smaller training set. Thus, for the remainder of the results, we report accuracies obtained using RCV which were slightly lower than those obtained by LOOCV. 
New Situational Contexts and Updating Classes
To measure classification accuracy of the HD model across different situational contexts, we performed three experiments in which a model was trained using data from an initial context and then used to classify gestures in a new dataset from a different context. Fig. 6 shows the classification accuracy for the three tested contextual variations: arm position, new wear session, and prolonged wear. Although training and inference were performed on separate datasets, we still used a single trial of each gesture to train the model as in RCV. For each of the contextual variations, we saw accuracy degradations of 26.17% (arm position), 17.34% (new day/wear session), and 9.95% (prolonged wear), suggesting that incremental updates were necessary. Prototype hypervectors from the new contexts were also trained using only a single trial of each gesture before being merged with the initial model. We wanted both the initial and new contexts to have equal contributions to the updated model, so the merged hypervector randomly took 50% of its elements from the initial prototype hypervector and the other 50% from the new prototype hypervector (Fig. 4f) . After updating initial models for the new arm position, wear session, and prolonged wear contexts, the classification accuracy on gestures in the new context was improved significantly (22.66%, 14.96%, and 10.51%, respectively) at the expense of small degradation (7.46%, 6.37%, and 3.65%, respectively) in classifying the initial context gestures.
Multi Levels of Gesture Effort
A subject can exert different levels of effort while performing a gesture, resulting in different EMG signal properties 34 . This effort level variation can be incorporated into the HD computing model in two different ways, depending on the application. If discrimination between different gestures is the only goal, the classifier should output the same gesture class regardless of the subject's effort level. Multiple levels of effort can be considered as different contexts for the same gesture, and a single gesture prototype hypervector can be incrementally updated to include information from these different effort contexts. If, on the other hand, different effort levels are relevant to the application (e.g. controlling different levels of force for gripping using a prosthetic hand), different effort levels for the same gesture must be treated as separate output classes.
Fig. 7
Classification accuracy with different gesture effort levels. a Classification accuracy measured before and after incremental model updates when treating effort levels as different contexts of the same gesture class. Accuracies across effort contexts before and after updating were calculated for each pair of effort levels: low (L) and medium (M), low and high (H), and medium and high. Accuracy for each effort level was also calculated using a model updated with all three effort level contexts. b Classification accuracy measured when treating different effort levels of the same gesture as different classes. Accuracy was calculated as the success rate of matching both gesture type and effort level (red) as well as gesture type only (purple). For both a and b, bars represent the mean accuracy across five subjects, with overlaid data points for each individual subject.
We first treated different effort levels as different contexts of the same gesture class. We performed the same set of experiments as we did for other types of contextual variations on each pair of the three effort levels (low, medium, high). An initial model was trained with gestures from one effort level context. It was then cross validated within the same context and also used to classify gestures from the other level within the pair, without model updates (Fig. 7a, first and second pairs) . When training and testing within the same effort level context, classification accuracy remained better than 93.11%. However, across different effort level contexts, classification accuracy dropped by between 16.57% and 39.17%, with the worst performance when the difference between effort levels was highest, i.e. low and high effort. After updating the model to include both effort contexts, the classification accuracy was recovered to above 78.21% (Fig. 7a, third pairs) . The poorest recovered accuracies resulted from training an initial model on medium or high effort level gestures, and then updating with low effort gestures. While prototype hypervectors for medium and high effort level gestures were more similar to each other, prototype hypervectors for low effort level gestures were more distant due to smaller variance in the calculated feature values. For a model trained with all three contexts, accuracy was at least 88.19% for all three effort contexts (Fig. 7a, right) . In this case, the final updated hypervector is weighted to be more similar to medium and high effort level prototype hypervectors enabling higher accuracies in those contexts.
When treating different effort levels of a single gesture as different classes, we trained a new AM entry for each gesture and effort level, increasing the total number of classes. We calculated classification accuracy in two different ways (Fig. 7b) . For the first method (Fig. 7b, red bars) , an accurate classification required matching both the gesture type and its effort level to the label. For the second, (Fig. 7b, purple bars) , an accurate classification required only matching the gesture type. Notably, if we disregard the effort level classification output from this model, we achieve a better gesture-only classification accuracy than in the case where we treated different effort levels as different contexts.
Discussion
In summary, we have demonstrated that a classifier based on HD computing can be used to recognize hand gestures with a high degree of accuracy while training on limited data. Minimizing training data is crucial in subject-specific applications where data collection can be very time consuming. The algorithm is comparable to or better than many traditional machine learning methods in terms of classification accuracy, and it has an additional, key advantage of being very easy to update. For a typical machine learning model, the computation required for training or updating is more complex than and very different from the computation required for inference 18, 35 . This results in a large resource overhead to the relatively lightweight calculations needed to produce an inferred class. In contrast, the HD classification model leverages the same encoder to generate hypervectors for classification, training, and updating, enabling efficient implementations that can satisfy the tight resource constraints of wearable systems.
We have shown two methods in their respective use cases for updating the AM of the HD computing model: (1) appending new prototype hypervectors to the AM to add new classes, and (2) merging new prototype hypervectors into existing prototypes to cover more situational contexts with a single AM entry. However, as demonstrated with gesture effort levels, a third method could involve adding new prototype hypervectors to the AM while preserving the number of classes, allowing multiple prototype entries to represent the same class. When bundling different effort level or situational context prototype hypervectors through bitwise merging, the resultant updated prototype hypervector is an approximation of the mean of the original hypervectors. This approximation becomes worse as the similarity between the original hypervectors decreases, which can affect the classification accuracy when using the updated prototype hypervector. The decision of whether to store different contexts or effort levels of the same gesture as separate prototype hypervectors in the AM could be made adaptively by calculating the similarity between the separate prototypes. This decision would also involve weighing the accuracy benefits against the memory and computation costs of having more AM entries.
The ability to incrementally update a model is key for everyday use of a prosthetics controller to account for confounding factors from varying situational contexts 11 . We demonstrated this feature of the HD model by first collecting a new, more comprehensive EMG dataset using a custom, wireless device resembling an actual wearable medical or commercial system. Across multiple recording sessions, we intentionally introduced realistic variations and non-idealities to the data, enabling more extensive experiments than existing EMG datasets recorded in a single context. We then tested the HD model across multiple contextual variations including arm position, wear session, prolonged wear, and effort level. Our results show that while new contexts degraded classification accuracy using an initial model, performance loss was quickly recovered through incremental updates.
Methods
Screen-printed electrode array fabrication
The high-density electrode array ( Fig. 2a ) was printed onto a flexible PET substrate (NovaCentrix DE-SP1) using screen-printing silver ink (NovaCentrix FG57b) in a commercial process (NovaCentrix). It consists of 64 circular electrodes with 4.3 mm diameter, uniformly distributed in a 16 x 4 grid covering up to a 29.3 cm x 8.2 cm area on the forearm. A dielectric encapsulation layer covers the conductive traces while exposing the electrode pads through circular openings.
An adapter PCB with a 64-position Flat Flexible Connector (FFC, XF2W-6415-1AE, Omron Electronics) on one side and two DF12 connectors (Hirose Electric) on the other side was fabricated to interface the flexible array traces with the EMG signal acquisition system.
EMG signal acquisition device fabrication
A custom wireless neural recording module 26 capable of recording up to 128 channels of electrical biosignal data and wirelessly streaming up to 96 channels back to a base station ( Fig. 2a) is attached to the flexible electrode array. It records and digitizes the EMG signals from the electrodes using a custom neuromodulation IC (NMIC, Cortera Neurotechnologies, Inc.) with DC-coupled front-ends and a 1 kHz sampling rate 36 . Data is aggregated on an FPGA SoC (SmartFusion2 M2S060T, Microsemi) and then streamed out over a 2.4 GHz radio (nRF51822, Nordic Semiconductor). These components enable a small form factor and low power operation (~6 hours of streaming using a standard 250 mAh 4.1 V Li-ion battery), while eliminating the need for bulky individual cables connecting each electrode to the neural front-end, making the device comfortably wearable for extended periods with enhanced signal quality. Moreover, digitizing the signal next to its source increases the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
Graphical user interface
A custom graphical user interface (GUI) developed in Python language was run on the base station for receiving and logging the streamed data, configuring the EMG signal acquisition system, and providing subjects with gesture information, timing, and effort level feedback. The GUI enabled experimenters to select gesture subsets, update metadata for the save files, and update gesture timing prior to each recording session. A bar graph for effort level feedback showed the gesture effort level between 0% and 100% during recording sessions. Effort level was calculated (over 200 ms windows with 150 ms overlap) as the mean signal energy across all electrode channels. For each gesture and subject, experimenters could tune normalization parameters to display different signal energy levels on the 0-100% scale.
Array application
Before wrapping the array around the subject's forearm, a small drop of highly conductive hydrogel (SignaGel Electrode Gel, Parker Laboratories, Inc.) was applied to each electrode to improve the skinelectrode interface impedance. The ends of the array were tightly taped together, holding it in place on the subject's forearm. A single commercial Ag/AgCl electrode (H124SG, Covidien Kendall) was attached to the subject's elbow on the same arm as a reference potential for the voltage measurements ( Fig. 2a) .
Dataset collection
All experiments were performed in strict compliance with the guidelines of IRB and were approved by the Committee for Protection of Human Subjects at University of California, Berkeley (Protocol title: Flex EMG Study. Protocol number: 2017-10-10425). A total of 5 healthy, able-bodied, male, adult volunteers were recruited for participation in the study, and informed, signed consent was obtained from each individual.
Each subject continuously wore the device through Sessions 1-3, with 5 minutes of rest between the sessions. Session 1 consisted of only the single-DOF gestures (Fig. 2b, left) performed with the arm relaxed and at the subject's side, as shown in Fig. 2a . Session 2 consisted of the multi-DOF isometric, isotonic hand postures (Fig. 2b, right) performed in the same arm position. Session 3 consisted of the single-DOF gestures performed with the arm in an arm-wrestling position and the elbow resting on a flat surface (Fig. 1) . Sessions 4-6 were performed after doffing the array, 2 hours of rest, and re-donning the array. Although small misalignments were unavoidable, a small indicator was marked on the subject's arm for realigning the array between different wear sessions. Since Sessions 4-6 were relatively cumbersome, we only chose a subset of gestures (index finger flexion and extension, middle finger flexion and extension, thumb flexion and extension, One, Two, and Fist) to be included in the dataset. For each effort level gesture, we started with a calibration phase during which the subject was asked to perform the gesture with the maximum effort level, also known as maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). This value was normalized to map to 100% in the GUI feedback bar graph. The subject was asked to target three different effort levels (Session 4 with low effort at 25%, Session 5 with medium effort at 50%, and Session 6 with high effort at 75%) for each gesture.
Sessions 7 and 8 were performed one day after Sessions 1-6, after the device had been doffed and redonned on the next day. Sessions 7 and 8 consisted of the single-DOF gestures performed with the arm relaxed at the subject's side. Session 7 was recorded after the device was freshly donned (in a similar timeframe to Session 1). Session 8 was recorded 2 hours after Session 7, with the subject going about their daily activities while wearing the array in between.
During each recording session, the subject performed 5 trials of each of the gestures. Each trial lasted 8 seconds ( Fig. 3) , with 3 seconds of rest before the next trial. The subject was told to begin the gesture within a 2-second transition window which would contain the transient, non-stationary part of the EMG signal for that gesture. After the 2-second transition window, the subject was asked to hold the gesture for 4 seconds, constituting the steady-state part of the EMG signal. Finally, the subject was directed to return to the rest position within another 2-second transition window. These directions ensured that the steady-state portion of the gesture could easily be labeled as part of the middle 4 second segment. Data were automatically labeled with the gesture class and saved as .mat files for processing in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.).
Data segmentation
For this study, only data from the 4-second steady-state hold period were used for classification. During training and testing, we generated a spatiotemporal vector for every 250 ms segment of data, sliding by 50 ms MAV feature windows (200 ms overlap). Thus, within a single 4-second gesture trial, 76 different vectors were encoded either for accumulating in the AM or for making 76 different inferences. Classification accuracy was calculated as the percentage of inference results that matched the labeled gesture (and effort level, when applicable), without any post processing or voting.
Accuracy metrics
Cross-validation is a procedure used to evaluate machine learning models on a limited data sample. We implemented cross-validation to measure classification accuracy when training and testing with data from the same situational context. We divided each experimental dataset into 5 stratified folds containing a single trial of each gesture. For LOOCV, the model was trained on 4 of the 5 folds with 1 fold left out for inference. For RCV, the model was trained on 1 fold with the remaining 4 folds left out for inference. For both methods, classification accuracy was measured as the mean accuracy of the 5 possible different data partitions.
When training on an initial context and testing on a different context without updates, cross-validation was not necessary. However, to maintain the same amount of training data used, we used a similar method of dividing the training data into 5 folds, and training with either 1 or 4 of those folds. 5 different initial models could be trained, and cross-context classification accuracy was measured as the mean accuracy of all the models tested on the entire testing dataset.
When updating a model for new contexts, we partitioned both the initial and new context datasets into 5 folds. For LOOCV (RCV), we chose 4 (1) folds from the initial dataset to train the initial model, 4 (1) folds from the new dataset to update the model, and then tested the updated model on the remaining 1 (4) folds from each dataset. Classification accuracies on the old and new context dataset were measured as the mean accuracy of the 25 possible different data partitions.
Algorithm implementation
The HD computing algorithm for learning and classification was implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.). Scripts were run on a single node (24 cores, 64GB RAM) of a research computing cluster. We leveraged MATLAB's Parallel Computing Toolbox to expedite running multiple experiments in parallel.
SVM, LDA, and RF algorithms were also implemented in MATLAB. For SVM, we used a linear kernel and cost parameter C = 500. For LDA, we implemented the standard MATLAB function included in the Statistics and Machine Learning toolbox, with maximum regularization (gamma = 1) for the covariance matrix estimation. For the RF algorithm, we implemented the standard MATLAB function included in the Statistics and Machine Learning toolbox with 40 decision trees and 2 predictors selected at random for each decision split.
Code availability
Source code is available from Github at https://github.com/flexemg/flexemg_v2.
